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ABSTRACT: Agricultural residues (cotton straw) were
added as very small particles to polystyrene (PS) at different
weight ratios by using a melt-mixing technique. The dy-
namic mechanical tests were performed over a wide range of
temperatures and frequencies by using an ARES rheometer
(Rheometrics Scientific) operated in the dynamic mode. The
dynamic mechanical properties in terms of the storage mod-
ulus (G�), loss modulus (G�), compliance moduli, loss tan-
gent, and dynamic viscosity were studied and compared for

PS and PS composite. The results showed that the dynamic
mechanical moduli and viscosity were found to increase
with the addition of cotton straw and rise further with its
loading increasing.© 2004 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym
Sci 93: 37–40, 2004
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer composites reinforced with short fibers are
used increasingly in a variety of industrial applica-
tions owing to their high stiffness, high strength-to-
weight ratios, and ease of processing. Their properties
can be tailored according to the types of reinforced
fibers and matrix materials used. The use of natural
fibers such as wood, jute, pineapple, sisal, and cotton
in polymeric composites have received considerable
attention recently. This because wood and cellulosic
fiber exhibit several attractive mechanical properties
for use as reinforcements in thermoplastics. In addi-
tion, they are inexpensive, renewable, degradable, and
environmentally friendly.1–8 Environmental concerns
generated by plastic materials are generating increas-
ing interest toward the development of ecological
products. The use of disposable plastic materials in-
creases the undegradable portion of waste; for this
reason, it is necessary to develop more recyclable
and/or biodegradable plastics to reduce the amount
of plastic in landfill. Therefore, much R&D work was
carried out on biofiber-reinforced synthetic polymers,
and the study of polymer composites that contain
cellulosic materials was recognized as an important
area of research for over the last decade.9–15

Dynamic mechanical tests, in general, give more
information about a composite material than other

tests. Dynamic tests, over a wide range of tempera-
tures and frequencies, are especially sensitive to all
kinds of transitions and relaxation processes of matrix
resin and also to the morphology of the composites.
Dynamic mechanical analysis is a sensitive and versa-
tile thermal analysis technique, which measures the
modulus (stiffness) and damping properties (energy
dissipation) of materials as the materials are deformed
under periodic stress.16

The aim of the present study was to contribute to
the reduction of pollution by using waste agricultural
residues in producing semi-biodegradable composites
and analysis of its this composite dynamic mechani-
cally compared to the same material using unfilled
polystyrene (PS).

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials

In this study, commercial PS from Aldrich (lot no.
CQ09610KN) was used as the matrix. The molecular
weight and molecular weight distribution of PS were
determined to be (Mw � 2.83 � 105 g/mol and Mw/Mn

� 2.03) by size exclusion chromatography (SEC) anal-
ysis (Waters 150C, Millipore, equipped with a differ-
ential refractometer detector operated at 25°C with
tetrahydrofuran as the mobile phase and PS standard
for calibration). The columns were selective for molec-
ular weights between 1000 and 107 g/mol. The fiber
utilized in this work was cotton straw. The cotton
straw was dried and shredded into very small parti-
cles: the particle sizes of the straw were in the range of
0.2–0.5 mm as determined by light microscopy in the
transmitting mode. The straw was added to the PS in
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different weight fractions (3, 7, and 18%). The mixture
was dry mixed homogeneously followed by melt-mix-
ing. Then, samples from filled and unfilled (original
material) PS were compression-molded in disc form
with a diameter of around 25 mm and a thickness of
about 2 mm for the rheology tests.

Measurements

The melt rheological properties of the material were
determined by using an ARES rheometer (Rheometric
Scientific, USA). In this work, the measurements were
performed in the dynamic mode and 25 mm parallel
plates geometry with gap settings of about 2 mm. The
strain amplitude was kept at 2% over the whole fre-
quency range to ensure linearity. The samples were
measured over a wide range of temperatures as a
function of frequency. The temperature ranged from
130 to 220°C and the frequency, �, varied between
10�1 and 102 radian/s.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The log–log curves of the data measured at different
temperatures were superposed into a master curve
at a reference temperature T0, by use of the time–
temperature superposition principle. By using the rela-
tionship described by Williams–Landel–Ferry (WLF),17

we introduced a shift factor aT that permitted data, ob-
tained at some temperature T, to be shifted and reduced
to a reference temperature T0, as log aT � �C1(T � T0)/
[C2 � (T � T0)]. The constants C1 and C2 are material
specific. T0 is chosen in this study to be 160°C. aT shifts
the data obtained at different temperatures along the log
frequency, �-axis, and in the vertical direction, the shift-
ing is given by the ratio of (�T/�0T0),18 where � is the
material density. The vertical shift factors were small
and expected.

The master curves of the dynamic moduli for filled
and unfilled PS samples at various temperatures are
logarithmically plotted against the frequency (angu-
lar). The dynamic spectrum of shear storage modulus
G� (Fig. 1) and shear loss modulus G� (Fig. 2) with
respect to frequency contain information regarding
the manner in which a sample responds to small-
magnitude deformation applied over varying temper-
atures and time scales. It is clear from Figures 1 and 2
that G� and G� moduli for filled PS are higher than
those of unfilled PS and the moduli increase with the
filler loading. This may be due to the formation of the
polymer–fiber network. The ratio of G�/G� is tan � and
it measures the imperfection in the elasticity. tan �
indicates the relative degree of viscous-to-elastic dis-
sipation of the material. Therefore, tan � is called the
loss factor. tan � is plotted as a function of frequency
for filled and unfilled PS in Figure 3. tan � is shown to
increase with the increase in the filler content as seen
in Figure 3.

Figure 1 Master curve of G� as a function of � for filled and
unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C. Figure 2 Master curve of G� as a function of � for filled and

unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C.

Figure 3 Master curve of tan � as a function of � for filled
and unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C.
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The storage, J�(�), and loss, J�(�), compliance are
plotted with logarithmic scale in Figures 4 and 5,
respectively. J�(�) is a measure of the energy stored
and recovered per deformation cycle; therefore, it is
called the storage compliance. J�(�) is a measure of the
energy dissipated as heat per cycle of the sinusoidal
deformation and is called the loss compliance. J�(�)
and J�(�) resemble G�(�) and G�(�), respectively: they
have roughly the appearance of a mirror image of
G�(�) and G�(�) reflected in the frequency axis. Again
the incorporation of the cotton straw enhances the
J�(�) and J�(�) moduli.

The dynamic viscosity �̇ is plotted versus � in Fig-
ure 6 and is related to the loss modulus, G�, as �̇
� G�/�. �̇ decreases monotonically with increasing �
and falls by many orders of magnitude as shown in
Figure 6. At very low frequencies, �̇ approaches the
zero-shear viscosity, �0, at which the viscosity is inde-
pendent of the frequency and �0 can be obtained from
G� and � as �0 � lim�30 [G�(�)/�].19 Figure 6 shows

an increase in the viscosity for fiber-filled composites
and is shown to increase markedly with fiber content,
particularly at very low frequencies. The �0 values for
pure PS and PS composites may be compared in Fig-
ure 6. We can see, for example, the incorporation of 3
wt % straw into PS results in a significant increase in
�0 at 160°C from about 1 � 105 to 4 � 105 Pa s.

As shown in the Results of this study, the addition
of the cotton straw increases the dynamic mechanical
moduli and their values tend to increase as the filler
loading increases. This is because of the effect of in-
corporation of a high modulus material fiber into a
low modulus amorphous one. Moreover, this is
thought to be due to the formation of an immobilized
polymer shell around the filler, which is contributing
to the overall stiffness and the amount of which
becomes significant as the amount of the filler increas-
es.20 As a result, fiber-filled composites possess unusu-
ally high strength and stiffness for a given weight of
material and these properties are altered by altering
the composition of the fiber–polymer combination.
Therefore, the dynamic mechanical moduli and the
viscosity increase with increasing fiber content.

CONCLUSION

Polystyrene composites were prepared in this study
by a melt-mixing process for commercial PS with cot-
ton straw. The dynamic mechanical measurements for
filled and unfilled PS were performed in the dynamic
mode and in the parallel plate geometry with 25 mm
diameter, over a wide range of temperatures and fre-
quencies by using an ARES rheometer.

The results showed that the dynamic mechanical
moduli and viscosity are found to be enhanced with
the incorporation of the cotton straw and their values
tend to increase as the fiber loading increased. There-
fore, fiber-filled composites have much potential for

Figure 4 Master curve of J� as a function of � for filled and
unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C.

Figure 5 Master curve of J� as a function of � for filled and
unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C.

Figure 6 Master curve of �̇ as a function of � for filled and
unfilled PS at T0 � 160°C.
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applications of environmentally degradable plastics,
owing to their strength and stiffness.
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